As we navigate increasing complexity and ambiguity, innovation must become more than just an intention. It must be a mindset and a practice that is embedded across your team, business unit or organisation, or you risk being left behind. This course will help you develop the skills and tools to fast track innovation in your organisation.

Over approximately 14 hours, delivered across two weeks of live virtual workshops and action learning, you will build a roadmap to fast-track innovation, embracing transformation, and building the skills to lead your organisation into the future.

What you will learn

You will take part in a series of online modules, comprised of virtual workshops, action learning and coaching to build the skills, tools and techniques to:

- Understand and articulate the innovation imperative
- Recognise the critical role of team culture, mindsets and behaviour and explore approaches for leading change
- Apply contemporary tools to identify opportunities for innovation
- Harness and test diverse and creative ideas
- Analyse innovation initiatives and recognise opportunities
- Evaluate your broader innovation ecosystem to identify obstacles and opportunities
- Explore a range of tools and approaches to drive your initiatives
- Develop and apply a targeted innovation roadmap in your organisation
Who should attend
This course is designed for anyone looking to fast-track initiatives and build a targeted roadmap to drive innovation in their organisation.

How you will learn
Led by two innovation experts, you will take part in live virtual workshops, interspersed with action learning.

Over two weeks, you will take part in 14 hours of online learning and live workshops.

You will utilise The AGSM Navigator, a custom-built platform designed to work with your existing social and communication tools, like WhatsApp and Zoom.

Virtual workshop sessions bring a real-time, social learning environment to you, where you can share challenges and experiences, learn from your peers and your expert facilitator, and build a community of practice.

In between the workshop sessions, you will take part in a range of supported learning experiences independently and with the group to develop and embed learning.

To maintain the interactivity and ensure participants can achieve their outcomes, each workshop is limited to 25 participants.